The ill conditioning problem of sensor registration is considered. We analyze the ill conditioning in the dense-target scenario and the dense-sensor scenario, respectively, and present a robust registration method based on the bounded variables least squares (BVLS). The proposed approach can reduce the influence of ill conditioning by means of inserting prior constraints on the desired solution. Simulation results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method.
Introduction
In multi-sensor surveillance systems, data fusion can supply more comprehensive and accurate information about the battlefield situation than any single sensor alone. However, the presence of sensor biases could result in false associations and redundant tracks [1] . Sensor registration is a prerequisite for successful multi-sensor data fusion [2] .
Various algorithms for sensor registration in the literature can be mainly classified into two categories. The first one is the relative registration with the assumption that the local sensor is bias free and all biases belong to the remote sensor [3, 4, 5] . But, by means of this approach, biases of the local sensor could not be removed. The second category performs absolute registration. Several algorithms have been developed including the real time quality control (RTQC) routine [6] , the least squares (LS) method [7] , the exact maximum likelihood (EML) approach [8] , the new least squares registration (NLSR) algorithm [9] , the maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm [10] , etc.
However, the problem of ill conditioning, meaning the sensitivity of estimation results to small changes in the input, is neglected by these aforementioned algorithms. Gao et al. [11] point out that in the dense-target or dense-sensor scenario, the registration problem tends to be ill-conditioned, and it has a notably large condition number. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been well studied in literature yet. The minimum eigenvalue analysis on the observation matrix was used to examine whether satisfactory estimation accuracy of the radar biases could be obtained [12] . Similarly, [13] made use of eigenvalue to check the observability of the sensor biases. Recently, the azimuth generalized least squares (ALS) approach was developed by Du [14] to deal with the ill conditioning in dense-target scenarios. Nevertheless, the ALS approach deteriorates seriously under the dense-sensor scenario as shown in the simulation results of this paper.
In this paper, we analyze the ill conditioning in the dense-target scenario and the dense-sensor scenario, respectively. Then on the basis of the bounded variables least squares (BVLS), we propose a robust registration approach to reduce the influence of ill conditioning by means of inserting prior constraints on the desired solution. The idea of applying BVLS into registration was firstly proposed in [15] , but [15] only discuss the dense-target scenario, and only hard constraints were used in BVLS.
Sensor registration background
Consider two sensors A and B, which track N common targets. Assume that sensor A is located at the origin, and sensor B is located at ( , ) u v . Both sensors have biases modeled as additive constants on their range and azimuth measurements (the north direction is the zero orientation for azimuth). For be the position estimate of target i available at sensor s at a given time (without the time argument, for simplicity) in the common Cartesian coordinate system. Using the first-order approximation, we have [16] ˆs
where i x is the true position of target i, ~( ) 
Then we have 
. The ALS is more stable than LS, due to the reduction of the number of regression coefficients. However, there are two problems with ALS. First, it sacrifices the accuracy of range bias estimation by setting the range bias estimate to be zero all along. Second, it is specially designed for the dense-target scenario, and it cannot fit the situation with dense sensors.
Ill conditioning analysis
In this section, we analyze the ill conditioning of the registration problem in the dense-target scenario and dense-sensor scenario, respectively.
Dense-target scenario. Consider the extreme dense-target situation with N targets residing at the same spot, the even rows and odd rows of B are totally identical, respectively, resulting in rank( ) 2 = B
. There are an infinite number of registration solutions, so some special techniques must be applied to choose a reasonable one. With closely spaced targets, even if B is full column rank, there are strong collinearity between its odd rows and even rows, respectively. Therefore, T B B has a close-to-zero eigenvalue and a large condition number.
Dense-sensor scenario. The distance between two sensors is Hence, A
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The relative azimuth bias is approximately equal to the difference between the azimuth estimates of two closely spaced sensors on a remote target. Since A b θ and B b θ are nearly collinear in a dense-sensor scenario, it is difficult to have accurate registration results.
Robust registration based on BVLS
Various biased estimators have been developed to combat ill conditioning of the estimation problem, including ridge regression, the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD), shrinkage estimates, etc. Two good surveys can be seen in [17, 18] . But, these methods rely on some turning parameters, which lack clear physical meaning and are hard to choose. In this paper, we employ the BVLS constrained optimization algorithm to address the ill-conditioned problem through inserting prior constraints on the solution space as
where h and l give the permissible range of b . It is difficult to determine the signs of sensor biases, so l is set to be −h by default. If judge whether there is ill conditioning in a scenario. Therefore, β is usually set as 7 (i.e. 7 lg10 ). In future, ill conditioning evaluation will be investigated to design an accurate constraint function.
Simulation results
In this section, the proposed method is examined by simulation. The LS and ALS approaches are used for comparison. Sensor A and B are located at (0, 0) km and ( S d , 0) km, respectively. Twenty targets are randomly distributed in a foursquare region with side length T l km and center at ( 
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Impact of T l . Let S d =100 km. Fig. 1 illustrates the root mean square error (RMSE) as a function of T l , which decides the density of targets. The LS degrades with a small T l , because the scenario is more apt to be dense-target under this condition. The ALS approach could accommodate the dense-target scenarios, but when the targets are not dense any more, it could not give good estimates of the sensor biases. The H-BVLS and S-BVLS approaches can work well irrespective of the existence of ill conditioning. When the problem is good-conditioned, the BVLS approaches are equivalent to LS and superior to ALS. Impact of S d . Let T l =60km. Fig. 2 illustrates the performance of sensor bias estimation using different approaches in terms of the RMSE as a function of S d , which decides the density of sensors. Both ALS and LS degrade with a small S d . Although the ALS could work fairly well under dense-target scenarios, it fails with dense-sensor scenarios. The H-BVLS and S-BVLS can accommodate dense-sensor scenarios. Moreover, the S-BVLS performs even better than the H-BVLS.
Impact of max h on H-BVLS. Let S d = T l . The max h for the H-BVLS approach is set as
, where c is varied to obtain different hard constraints. In Fig. 3 , the size of target region and distance between sensors are varied simultaneously. Smaller RMSE is caused when c gets tighter, but c should not be too tight to be smaller than the true value of the parameters. When the scenario is severely ill-conditioned, the bound constraint with 0.5 c = makes the smallest RMSE on the range bias estimation, but this advantage gets lost when the ill-conditioning of scenario relaxes. Fig. 3 . RMSE of bias estimation using H-BVLS with different constraints
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyze the ill conditioning theoretically in the dense-target scenario and the dense-sensor scenario, respectively, and propose a robust registration approach based on BVLS. To reduce the influence of ill conditioning, the proposed approach inserts prior constraints on the desired solution. Compared with the LS method and the recently proposed ALS method, the proposed approach can overcome ill conditioning in complex scenarios, and in the meantime it could be consistent with the LS estimator when the problem is good-conditioned.
